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ABSTRACT
Connection tracking subsystem on Linux tracks states of
network flows. It is utilized by packet filter for stateful fil-
tering.

In this paper, we propose solutions to issues that arise
where connection tracking subsystem handles Routing Header
and Mobile IPv6. We also describe how the current con-
nection tracking subsystem handles IPv6 fragments without
disturbing Path MTU discovery.

As a result of the solutions, connection tracking subsystem
can track the state of a network flow even if a path of the
flow is changed and turned back, and it can protect nodes
from the packets with spoofed addresses in IPv6 extension
headers under firewall running stateful filter.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—
Security and protection (e.g., firewall); D.4.4 [Operating

Systems]: Communications Management

General Terms
Design, Security

Keywords
IPv6, connection tracking, Linux, stateful filtering, firewall

1. INTRODUCTION
Today stateful filtering is widely deployed in IPv4 net-

works. A firewall that runs stateful filtering to protect a
local network can block unsolicited packets from outside the
firewall. The firewall figures out whether incoming packets
are related to any flow initiated by hosts in local network.

The mechanism of stateful filtering can be applied to IPv6
network. As recently many products and operating systems
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support IPv6 stateful filtering, Linux also support it. We
implemented connection tracking subsystem on Linux that
can track states of both of IPv4 and IPv6 network flows[7].
It is utilized by packet filter to perform stateful filtering.

To handle IPv6 packets, connection tracking subsystem
has to take IPv6 specific semantics into account such as
fragmentation, Type 0 Routing Header, and Mobile IPv6,
because stateful filtering should not prevent the deployment
of new IPv6 features. We solved the issue of handling frag-
mented packets in previous work, but more improvements
are necessary for others. For example, a path of communi-
cation can be changed by using Routing Header or Mobile
IPv6. The firewall running stateful filtering should not block
packets on the path even if the path inspected by the fire-
wall is changed and turned back. Moreover, stateful filtering
should not open up any security issue by handling new fea-
tures of IPv6.

In this paper, we propose solutions to issues that arise
where connection tracking subsystem handles Routing Header
and Mobile IPv6. We also describe a more concrete is-
sue concerning Fragmented Header handling for connection
tracking. It is not known well in previous work.

In the next section, we describe the design and implemen-
tation of connection tracking subsystem on Linux. In section
3, we describe issues in IPv6 packet handling and propose
our solutions for them. In section 4, we present related work
on stateful filtering, and we conclude in section 5.

2. CONNECTION TRACKING SUBSYSTEM
In this section, we describe the design and implementation

of connection tracking subsystem, named nf conntrack.
We also describe how nf conntrack handles IPv6 fragments.
It was the biggest IPv6 specific issue when we implemented
nf conntrack.

2.1 Definition of Connection
nf conntrack defines a connection that can be distin-

guished by the following parameters.

• The network address family

• The pair of network addresses on endpoints

• The transport protocol number

• The pair of identifiers defined by transport protocol,
such as TCP port numbers



Figure 1: Module structure

A connection has 2 identifiers for both directions in the con-
nection.

Some ICMP packets that represent request or reply also
construct connections. For example, Echo Request and Echo
Reply with the same network addresses and the same iden-
tifier of message belong to the same connection.

On the other hand, ICMP errors do not belong to any
connection, but they are handled as packets related to the
original connection which has caused errors.

Connections with unsupported transport protocol are dis-
tinguished by network addresses and transport protocol num-
ber.

2.2 States of Connection and State Table
nf conntrack analyzes incoming packets to track states

of connections. And it labels the structure storing the pack-
ets with one of the following. Each of them represents a
snapshot of state at the time of analysis.

• NEW: New connection has been created by the packet.

• ESTABLISHED: Packets in both directions of the
connection have been detected.

• RELATED: New connection has been created by the
packet. This packet is expected as a result of analysis
of another connection. For example of FTP,
nf conntrack expects new TCP connection for FTP
data session by analyzing FTP commands on FTP con-
trol session.

• INVALID: Unexpected content have been detected
in the packet.

nf conntrack also tracks states of transport protocols.
For example, it tracks TCP state and change of window
size[14]. It can also count the number of packets in each
connection.

All connection information is stored in the state table. It
is implemented as a hash table whose size can be changed
at any time. The default size is automatically adjusted de-
pending on the total memory size.

2.3 Module Structure and Processing
Figure 1 describes module structure of nf conntrack. It

consists of modules categorized into 4 types.

• L3proto modules

• L4proto modules

• Helper modules

• Core module

An l3proto module handles network protocol specific part.
It intercepts packet processing in network stack, reassembles
fragmented packets, and parses the network protocol header.
An l4proto module analyzes transport protocol header and
tracks states related to the transport protocol. nf conntrack

has modules for TCP, UDP, ICMP, ICMPv6, SCTP, and
GRE for PPTP. On the other hand, a helper module an-
alyzes application data such as FTP, H.323, PPTP, IRC,
NetBIOS, SIP, and TFTP. It also has a function that ex-
pects a new connection related to the tracked connection.
The core module is the main part of connection tracking,
and provides functions to manage states of connections to
other modules.

nf conntrack processes packets and connections as fol-
lows. At first, an l3proto module intercepts IP processing
before routing and packet filtering. And it reassembles pack-
ets if they are fragmented. It also gets the offset to transport
protocol header in it.

Next, the core module retrieves an identifier from the
packet with the help of the appropriate l4proto module and
the l3proto module. And it searches for an entry of the con-
nection on the state table by the identifier. If the entry does
not exist, the core module creates a new one.

The core module then labels the packet as described in
section 2.2. This allows Linux kernel to process nf conntrack

and other subsystem such as packet filter in parallel. This is
because packet filter can refer to the label for stateful filter-
ing without referring to the state table. Then nf conntrack

can update states of the connection without disturbing packet
filter.

The l4proto module and helper module analyze the packet
and update states of the connection. If the helper module
figures out that a new connection related to the connection
will be created, it keeps the identifier of the new connection.
If the expected packets have been detected, it is labeled with
RELATED.

Each connection has an expiration timer that is refreshed
when a packet belonging to it has been detected. When it
expires, the connection is assumed to be disconnected and
all information for it is destroyed. The expiration duration
is decided by the l4proto module. For example, the TCP
l4proto module sets it depending on the TCP state.

2.4 Usage Examples of Connection Tracking
Subsystem

By using nf conntrack and packet filter, users can filter
packets according to the states of a connection. In Figure
2, an edge router has connection tracking subsystem and
packet filter. The packet filter can figure out whether in-
coming packets from the Internet are solicited or not. The
packet filter can achieve this by only checking the label of
the packets. If ESTABLISHED is labeled to it, it is a reply
packet to an outgoing packet sent from the inner network
in the past. If RELATED is labeled to it, it is related to
another connection. Then the router can pass only solicited
incoming packets from the Internet, which are labeled with
ESTABLISHED or RELATED.



Figure 2: A usage example of connection tracking

subsystem

Figure 3: A case disturbing Path MTU Discovery

2.5 Handling IPv6 Fragments
In this section, we describe how nf conntrack handles

IPv6 fragments.
Helper modules of nf conntrack analyze application data

in packets. They might need to parse overall segment or
datagram. If packets are fragmented, nf conntrack needs
to reassemble them. One possible solution would be to re-
assemble them before analysis, and fragment the reassem-
bled packets after the analysis as we do in the IPv4 l3proto
module. However, this solution would result in generating
packets fragmented differently from the original ones.

This behavior is unacceptable for IPv6. The first reason
is that it makes Path MTU Discovery unworkable in envi-
ronments such as Figure 3. In this figure, only router Ra

runs nf conntrack. MTU of the link between Ra and Rb

is larger than MTU of the link between Rb and Hb. If Ha
sends fragments to Hb, the packets forwarded to Rb may be
larger than MTU of the link between Rb and Hb. In that
case, Rb returns ICMPv6 ’Too Big’ to Ha. However even
if Ha resends them with smaller size, Ra keeps forwarding
them with larger size and Rb can never forward them.

This problem can also arise in the case of IPv4 fragments
with the Don’t Fragment bit set. However it is more serious
for IPv6 because a router never fragments IPv6 packets.

The second reason is that IPv6 stack on Linux does not
expect to get reassembled packets from nf conntrack. If
we adopted this solution, it would required an undesirable
number of changes in the whole IPv6 stack. In addition,
the IPv6 specifications do not assume such behavior of a
router[2], thus serious problems might raise due to future
extensions to IPv6.

Our solution is as follows. If a packet is fragmented,
the IPv6 l3proto module queues a light-weight copy of it.
When the whole fragments are gathered, the IPv6 l3proto
module reassembles the copied fragments. After analysis of
the reassembled packet, the IPv6 l3proto module passes the
original fragments to IPv6 stack. Because a router running
nf conntrack can forward fragments without modification,
it can avoid to disturb Path MTU Discovery.

The reassembled packet is kept until all of the original
packets are sent or discarded. This makes it possible for
other systems to use it. For example, the packet filter can
refer to the reassembled packet when the packet filter eval-
uates a rule that matches packets including a specific UDP
port number. If a UDP packet is fragmented and the first
fragment of it contains UDP header, the packet filter can
utilize the reassembled packet to figure out the port number
bound to the not-first fragments.

3. IMPROVEMENTS TO CONNECTION
TRACKING SUBSYSTEM

In this section, we propose improvements to connection
tracking subsystem so that it can handle IPv6 extensions.

3.1 Type 0 Routing Header
Type 0 Routing Header (RT0) is a IPv6 extension header,

which contains intermediate addresses that the packet should
visit before it reaches its final destination, and the final des-
tination of the packet is contained in RT0. Even if a packet
includes RT0, the current nf conntrack uses destination
address in IPv6 Header to identify connection. In addition
to changing this behavior so that it can parse IPv6 Routing
Header and use the final destination address, more consid-
eration is necessary.

A connection path can be changed by using RT0. In such
cases, nf conntrack might not be able to handle all packets
of connection on some routers running nf conntrack. In
this section, we present four cases and show what we can do
to improve the behavior of nf conntrack in each case.

The first three cases are that router Ra, Rb, or Rc is run-
ning nf conntrack in Figure 4. The fourth case is that
router Rb is running nf conntrack in Figure 5. In Figure
4, host Ha and host Hb send TCP packets including a ad-
dress of router Rb in RT0 for a while. After that, they send
packets via router Rc without RT0. Ra is the default router
for host Ha and all packets from/to host Ha pass through Ra.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows a situation where only
the path on the way from host Hb to host Ha is changed.

The first case is that router Ra is running nf conntrack.
It can track states of connection during the whole period.
There is no issue for nf conntrack except for parsing RT0.

The second case is that router Rb is running nf conntrack.
It can track states of connection until its path is changed. If
the hosts Ha and Hb turn back the path so that packets pass
through router Rb, nf conntrack handles them as invalid.
This is because their sequence numbers are inconsistent with
information tracked by nf conntrack.

For a such case, we can use a configuration of the TCP
l4proto module that loosens restriction on inconsistent se-
quence number. However, it does not restart window track-
ing but just ignores unexpected sequence number.

To track sequence number more strictly, we propose to
add a function of the TCP l4proto module to restart tracking



Figure 4: Changing path with Type 0 Routing

Header

Figure 5: Changing path for one way with Type 0

Routing Header

sequence number. And we also propose to add a new module
to packet filter so that packet filter can execute the function
when a packet matches a filter rule configured by a user. By
using the module and the module to detect RT0, packet
filter can restart tracking sequence number only when it
detects the packet containing RT0. User can also restrict
the address in RT0 to prevent TCP l4proto module from
restarting tracking sequence number by a packet containing
spoofed address in RT0.

The third case is that router Rc is running nf conntrack.
When path is changed, nf conntrack on Rc detects a packet
of a new connection. It is the packet in the middle of TCP
session, but the TCP l4proto module can start to track
states. This mechanism is originally developed to cope with
rebooted router. If the TCP l4proto detects a packet that
is in the middle of TCP session, and if the packet does not
belong to any connection in state table, the l4proto module
can regard it as established.

One restriction in this case is that Rc drops packets from
the host Hb until it detects any packet from the host Ha,
where Rc is running stateful filtering to protect local network
including the host Ha. Then whether this mechanism can
be used is dependent on application.

The fourth case is that router Rb is running nf conntrack

in the Figure 5, and only the path on the way from the host
Ha to the host Hb is changed. In this case, nf conntrack

cannot detect packets on the way from the host Ha to the
host Hb after the path is changed. There is no way for Rb

itself to keep tracking states of the connection.

3.2 Mobile IPv6
It is difficult or impossible for nf conntrack to track

states of connections in some cases where Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)
is used.

At first, MIPv6 has a mechanism called route optimiza-
tion[6]. It makes possible for Mobile Node (MN) to directly
communicate with Correspondent Node (CN) without pass-
ing data traffic through Home Agent (HA). This means that
a path of a connection can be changed and there are similar
problems described in the previous section.

Secondly, nf conntrack cannot analyze encrypted pack-
ets. MN uses Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) to pro-
tect signaling to HA, and it may also use ESP for data

Figure 6: Tracking Binding Update

Figure 7: Blocking packets including spoofed ad-

dress in Home Address Option

traffic on the path to HA. In that case, a router running
nf conntrack in the middle of the path cannot analyze
contents in encrypted packets.Other problems with stateful
filtering have been found[8].

Even though the above difficulties exist, we think that
nf conntrack is useful in some cases. The first case is that
MN runs stateful filtering with nf conntrack to prevent
unsolicited access from other hosts.

To do this, the current nf conntrack needs improvements
so that it can handle Home Address Option (HAO) in Desti-
nation Options Header and Type 2 Routing Header (RT2).
The former includes home address of MN. It is used when
MN directly sends packets to CN. nf conntrack needs to
recognize it as the source address of the packet. The latter
also includes home address of MN but it is used when CN
directly sends packets to MN. The nf conntrack needs to
recognize it as the destination address of the packet.

The second case is that a firewall at the border of network
enables stateful filter. By the improvement for the first case,
the addresses in HAO and RT2 are used to identify a connec-
tion. A malicious node may send a packet including spoofed
address in HAO or RT2 from outside the firewall. If an iden-
tifier retrieved from the packet matches an entry in the state
table, the packet can pass through the firewall.

Figure 6 shows our proposal. nf conntrack keeps the



valid tuple of home address of MN, care-of address of MN,
and the address of CN from Binding Update (BU) and Bind-
ing Acknowledgement (BA). BU is sent from MN under the
firewall to CN, and BA is replying packet to it. Then they
can pass through the firewall. The care-of address of MN is
stored in the entry of the connection. The other addresses
are included in the identifier of the connection.

The packets from valid CN can pass through the firewall
as shown Figure 6. When the IPv6 l3proto module in the
firewall detects a packet with RT2 from CN, it searches an
entry of the connection for BU whose endpoint addresses are
the same as those of the packet. In the case of this figure,
it can find the entry. Because the same tuple of addresses
is stored in the entry, nf conntrack marks the packet as
valid. As a result, packet filter allows it to pass through.

On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the case that a mali-
cious host tries to pass a packet with spoofed HAO through
a firewall. An entry that matches the identifier derived from
the packet exists in the state table. However there is no en-
try for BU related to the packet. Then nf conntrack can
figure out that it is an invalid packet. As a result, packet
filter drops it.

Two changes are required to realize this mechanism.

• A new l4proto module for Mobility Header to analyze
BU and BA.

• Changes to the IPv6 l3proto module to search for an
entry for BU in state table.

There are some restrictions to this solution.

• If all packets for BU between MN and CN are en-
crypted, nf conntrack cannot analyze them[3].

• The cost of searching for an entry of a connection is
expected to be large. More efficient structure of state
tables is required.

• If BU from MN is fake, unsolicited incoming packets
might pass through the firewall.

The last restriction is because this mechanism trusts behav-
ior of MN under the firewall. However such trust model is
common with stateful filtering for other protocols. Another
mechanism is required under the trust model that does not
trust nodes under the firewall.

4. RELATED WORK
OpenBSD has a stateful packet filter which is named pf[5].

pf can also make decision on state of connection. Unlike
nf conntrack, state table is implemented as AVL tree that
is a balanced binary search tree. It can reassemble IPv4
fragments. Like nf conntrack, pf does not keep the size
of the original IPv4 fragments and they might be resized to
the MTU size of output interface. On the other hand, pf

does not support IPv6 reassembly and IPv6 fragments do
not affect any state. pf always uses source address and des-
tination address in IPv6 header for the identifier like the
current nf conntrack. Routing Header and Destination
Options Header containing Home Address Option do not
affect identifier of connection.

IPFW2 of FreeBSD and IP Filter also support stateful
filtering[1]. However they do not reassemble IPv6 fragments
and do not specially handle Routing Header and Destination

Options Header, as far as we studied. Instead, IP Filter

specially handles IPv4 fragments in the other way. It caches
the result of packet filtering for the first detected fragment.
And it applies the result to other fragments that have the
same identifier in IPv4 header as the cached one. This makes
it efficient to handle fragments because it is unnecessary to
gather and reassemble all fragments. However users need to
aware the fact that the result of packet filtering might be
different depending on the order of processing of the frag-
ments. On the other hand, packet filter on Linux and pf

applies filter rules to reassembled packets. Then the result
of packet filtering is not affected by whether fragments are
reordered or not.

There is an another proposal to IPv6 stateful filtering.
Orla McGann and David Malone proposed using the ran-
domly generated value in Flow Label field of IPv6 Header
as an another piece of state of a TCP connection[10]. It
keeps the value of Flow Label in SYN packet and SYN-
ACK packet, and drops packets in the TCP connection if
the value has been changed. They also proposed an option
that allows the value being changed only once for some oper-
ating systems which changes the value after the 3-way hand-
shake. Their feature can prevent TCP packets from pass-
ing through firewall even if their TCP headers are spoofed.
nf conntrack does not track the value of Flow Label field
because it may vary even in a single TCP connection. How-
ever it is not difficult to add support for Flow Label tracking
to nf conntrack, because IPv6 l3proto module is enough to
keep the value of Flow Label in IPv6 packets in a connection.

This paper describes restrictions of nf conntrack and
stateful filtering. Most of them are because there is no way
for nf conntrack to get enough information about future
communications. There are some approaches so that a node
can directly provide information about future communica-
tions to firewall. The Next Step in Signaling (NSIS) work-
ing group of The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
is standardizing signaling protocols for QoS control. And a
protocol for NAT and firewall traversal is also being devel-
oped [13]. Universal Plug and Play Internet Gateway Device
(UPnP IGD) also has a feature to control Internet Gateway
Device so that specified incoming packets can pass through
it[4]. Annex describes how UPnP messages over IPv6 are
handled, but there is no specification to control IPv6 filter
rules on Internet Gateway Device.

Some approaches was proposed to solve incompatibility
between firewall and Mobile IPv6. Yang Shen et al. pro-
posed a firewall between MN and CN to permit the pack-
ets containing the Mobility Header, and to parse RT2 and
HAO[12]. They also proposed a mechanism to detect firewall
between MN and HA to figure out whether UDP encapsula-
tion is necessary or not. However they provides no solution
to block packets containing spoofed addresses in HAO and
RT2. Our solution provides stricter policy and can block
such spoofed packets from outside the firewall as described
in section 3.2

Pan Jian Li and Chen Shan Zhi proposed an extension
to Diameter so that AAA server for Mobile IPv6 service
can control firewalls where the AAA server and the firewalls
are operated by the same service provider[9]. This solution
makes MN possible to completely traverse firewall without
any extension to MN, and suitable in such network model.
However it does not work in the network model where a
private firewall exists, which is uncontrollable from the AAA



server. On the other hand, our solution can be applied to
a private firewall with some restrictions as we described in
section 3.2.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed improvements for connection

tracking subsystem on Linux so that it could handle Routing
Header and Home Address Option. The described issues and
solutions described can be categorized as follows.

• Unsupported extension headers. The solution was sim-
ply to use addresses in Routing Header and Home
Address Option to identify connection instead of ad-
dresses in IPv6 header.

• Changing a path of connection. nf conntrack origi-
nally had features to solve some of the problems. In
addition to it, we proposed a way to restart tracking
in the case that the path was changed and was turned
back. The remaining issue is that the incoming packets
cannot pass through a firewall running stateful filter
until outgoing packets pass through the firewall after
the path is changed.

• New problems caused by supporting IPv6 extension
headers. We proposed a solution to protect a node un-
der the firewall running stateful filtering from the in-
coming packets with spoofed address in Type 2 Rout-
ing Header or Home Address Option.

• Encrypted packets for the extensions. There is no way
to analyze their contents in them if nf conntrack is
running in the middle of communication path.

We also described how nf conntrack handles IPv6 frag-
ments without disturbing Path MTU Discovery.

nf conntrack is available on Linux kernel 2.6.14 or later,
and mainly maintained by Netfilter Project[11]. As a result
of contribution by many developers, all of the features re-
lated to nf conntrack such as IPv4 NAT, the application
programming interface to control nf conntrack, and many
helper modules have been re-implemented. So, the original
one will be removed from Linux kernel 2.6.22.

We introduced IPv6 fragments handling when we imple-
mented nf conntrack in the previous work. Other ideas
in this paper are still not implemented on Linux kernel and
they are future work. However we believe that it is possi-
ble to improve IPv6 packet handling of nf conntrack with
our solutions. Moreover, we should evaluate the impacts of
our proposals to nf conntrack. Especially, our mechanism
to block spoofed Mobile IPv6 packets requires to search the
entry in state table and its impact might be large.
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